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Abstract

Context: Exploratory Testing (ET) is a manual approach to software testing

in which learning, test design and test execution occurs simultaneously. Still a

developing topic of interest to academia, although as yet insufficiently investi-

gated, most studies focus on the skills and experience of the individual tester.

However, contextual factors such as project processes, test scope and organisa-

tional boundaries are also likely to affect the approach.

Objective: This study explores contextual differences between teams of testers

at a MedTec firm developing safety-critical products to ascertain whether con-

textual factors can influence the outcomes of ET, and what associated implica-

tions can be drawn for test management.

Method: A development project was studied in two iterations, each con-

sisting of a quantitative phase testing hypotheses concerning when ET would

identify faults in comparison to other testing approaches and a qualitative phase

involving interviews.

Results: Influence on ET is traced to how the scope of tests focus learning

on different types of knowledge and imply an asymmetry in the strength and

number of information flows to test teams.

Conclusions: While test specialisation can be attractive to software devel-

opment organisations, results suggest changes to processes and organisational
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structures might be required to maintain test efficiency throughout projects: the

responsibility for test cases might need to be rotated late in projects, and asym-

metries in information flows might require management to actively strengthen

the presence and connections of test teams throughout the firm. However, fur-

ther research is needed to investigate whether these results also hold for non

safety-critical faults.

Keywords: Exploratory testing, Knowledge management, Test management

1. Introduction

Exploratory Testing (ET) has had a place in the practitioners’ toolbox for a

long time [1], but has so far received little attention from the academic commu-

nity [2, 3, 4]. The definition of ET is thus still not set in stone: in SWEBOK

ET is simply defined as ”simultaneous learning, test design, and test execution”5

[5], while other formative sources define it as tied to the existance of a test

charter — ”a short declaration of the scope of a short (1 to 2 hour) time-boxed

test effort, the objectives and possible approaches to be used” [6]. Regardless,

the approach implies that testers minimize planning, maximize test execution

and leverage on their knowledge to decide what parts of the software to spend10

time testing. Focus is on using the skills and experience of the individual tester

quickly and to best effect [7]. Test cases, i.e. specifications for the inputs,

conditions and expected outcomes of tests, are usually neither defined prior to

test execution nor meticulously recorded [8]. Due to the resulting opaqueness

in regard to what is tested and why, ET can be seen as more of a complement15

to other types of testing [6]. However, evidence suggests that ET can be more

effective than testing using documented test cases [9].

Leaning on the existance of test charters in ET, Ghazi et al. describes five

levels of exploration, each defined by a different test charter type [10]. At high

levels of exploration the test charter only provides a test object or a few high level20

goals for testing, while test charters at low levels of exploration include more

or less completely defined test cases. The latter has, in earlier discourse, rather
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been contrasted to ET as Test-Case Based Testing (TCBT) or Scripted Testing,

i.e. software testing based on documenting knowledge in test cases that are later

executed by testers in a ”mechanistic” fashion [11, 2, 12, 13, 9]. While this study25

adheres to the commonly used terminology, the study by Ghazi et al. [10] does

highlight two important issues: studies on ET have not necessarily considered

influences from sources external to the tester on ET or made much distinction

between differences in the techniques used in ”traditional” types of testing, such

as how test cases are designed or whether their execution is automated. This30

implies the need for further studies on the contextual influences on ET and

contrastive studies between ET and traditional testing techniques. This study

is of the former type, seeking to broaden the knowledge on how differences

between testers — such as project processes, test scope and contacts across

organisational boundaries — influence ET.35

The paper starts by outlining academic and industrial work related to ET.

Different parts of the research design are described in detail, including a mo-

tivation for the use of a mixed model study, the study subject (in the form of

a project at a MedTec firm) and limitations of the study (such as only using

using safety-critical software faults for the sake of validity). Two hypotheses are40

defined based on interactions with employees at the firm: ET should on average

identify faults later than TCBT; and distributions of faults should not differ

between ET and TCBT for testing activities that otherwise closely resemble

each other. This is followed by quantitative results from the study based on a

statistical analysis of safety-critical faults, which suggest that the two hypothe-45

ses do not hold. These quantitative results are then discussed and related to

qualitative findings from interviews with employees throughout the company.

Analysis suggests that the scope of tests in different testing activities can influ-

ence learning at different levels of exploration by focusing it on different types

of knowledge, and implies an asymmetry in the strength and number of in-50

formation flows to test teams. The paper ends by concluding that while test

specialisation can be attractive to software development organisations, results

suggest changes to processes and organisational structures might be required
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to maintain test efficiency throughout projects: the responsibility for test cases

might need to be rotated late in projects, and asymmetries in information flows55

might require management to actively strengthen the presence and connections

of test teams throughout the firm.

2. Related Work

Software testing in industrial contexts usually does not rely on the existence

of a complete set of well-defined test cases [13]. Testers tend to operate within a60

continuum between mechanistic execution and disregard of test cases [1]: signs of

software error are pursued even if found by chance and outside the scope of test

cases. It has been suggested that this type of pursuit in its most ad hoc form is

the most widely practiced software testing [5]. However, by adding structure to

this approach it can be optimized through test management, testing strategies,65

tools and training [14, 1, 7]. The resulting test techniques have been captured

under the term Exploratory Testing (ET), emphasizing the identification of

faults in the moment based on experience, skills and knowledge in favour of pre-

generated test cases [8]. One of the more well-known variants is Session-Based

Testing (SBT), which collects ET into sessions with clear time boundaries, focus70

areas and documented results [15]. The areas, approaches and limitations for

testing in SBT sessions are given by test charters, which helps share experience,

knowledge and priorities among testers as well as other roles [16]. Practitioners

have reported SBT from as varied domains as web applications and MedTech

[17, 14, 18]. While ET is widely used by practitioners, the associated techniques75

can be considered understudied: there is only a small set of associated studies

[2, 4], and a lack of comparative [9] and secondary studies [19].

The existing evidence concerning the efficiency of ET is still contradictory.

As an example, while Itkonen et al. found that TCBT led to significantly more

false positives than ET but did not find any difference in fault identification80

efficiency or the types of faults identified [11, 13], Afzal et al. arrived at diamet-

rically opposed results [9]. Even though it is not straight-forward to statistically
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prove differences in outcomes between e.g. experts and novices in this regard

[9], the reliance on the individual tester in ET has led several studies to fo-

cus inwards: perhaps unsurprisingly the experience and knowledge of testers85

do seem to be important to identifying faults [12], albeit through a complex

relationship between multifaceted phenomena. For example, a difference can be

drawn between generic, testing, domain and system knowledge [7, 2], and con-

sidering more aspects of the output than fault identification, such as coverage

of functionality, might rather suggest that the successful combination of TCBT90

and ET is more important to achieve optimal testing [12].

Itkonen et al. studied the application of ET, identifying how focused domain

and system knowledge is used as a test oracle, while holistic domain and system

knowledge is used for on-the-fly test design [20]. Results by Gebizli and Szer

suggest that the level of domain and system experience influences the efficiency95

and ability to identify critical software faults [4]. Shah et al. argues that it is not

the level but the higher reliance on knowledge that is decisive, since the require-

ments associated with certain types of faults will more frequently be implicit

[21]. That the interaction between knowledge and type of fault is important has

also been suggested in relation to testing knowledge: although formally trained100

testers are in general more efficient in ET, this does not hold for content, logical

or functional UI defects [3]. This implies an underlying complexity in manag-

ing ET, since testers will differ in how and when they evolve different types of

knowledge. This can result in a dependence on external consultants or even the

hobbies pursued in the testers’ own time [7]. Furthermore, ET itself has been105

identified as a way of learning about the system, even for supporting TCBT [22]

or purposes other than testing [8].

However, the ways in which differences in individuals matter are not solely

internal - testing often has a cooperative side to it [23]. The human behavioural

aspects of software engineering are to date not well studied, from the individual110

to the organisational level [24]. Shoaib et al. identified an extrovert personal-

ity type as an asset when conducting ET, but without pinpointing the reason

beyond the relationship [25]. ET conducted by teams has been found to be
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more efficient than individually performed ET [26]. This might imply that the

interaction between ET and a tester’s context is an important part to explain-115

ing its success. This is further supported by practitioners’ reports on the tight

integration established between testers and test managers to facilitate ET [17],

and on the ability of testers employing ET to draw on experience from others

[1]. A few studies that involve ET but do not explicitly separate it out also

report results that tentatively support this idea: software developers often feel120

defect reports do not include a clear description of the steps required to trig-

ger a failure [27], a problem that is more pronounced in ET than in TCBT

[10]; at the same time, written communication between developers and testers

frequently has to be augmented by informal communication to e.g. overcome

differences in experience [28]. The efficiency of ET might thus in part be due125

to an increased need to communicate. In a wider sense, this can be connected

back to the sharing of knowledge in regard to complex systems: testing might

in itself be an activity that reveals how the system should be designed and thus

be dependent on a connection to as many roles and perspectives as possible

[29, 30].130

3. Research Design

This section starts with presenting the background, structure and hypotheses

of the study. It ends with a subsection providing further details on issues of

validity and reliability.

3.1. Background135

The Firm studied is a large international company, which develops MedTech

products. Access to the Firm’s fault data and employees was offered providing

that liability issues were considered by not further disclosing the company name

or the magnitude of the fault numbers. These requirements were due to the

Firm developing safety-critical devices, which is by its very nature a sensitive140

endeavour. The intent of the study was to explore how the context of testers
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can influence the outcomes of ET, and what associated implications there might

be for test management. To address this requires answers to several questions,

including:

1. Which are the outputs of ET that can be affected by the context of testers?145

2. What can be expected of this output if the effect of contextual factors is

not decisive?

3. If there is an effect, how can it be best explained?

4. What are the likely implications for test management of an effect or the

absence of an effect?150

Arguably, in regard to an understudied phenomenon that requires explo-

ration, these questions are best answered initially through qualitative means.

However, answering the third and fourth question would be substantially strength-

ened by quantitative measurements proving an actual effect. This motivates a

mixed model study that emphasizes the use of quantitative and qualitative ap-155

proaches in tandem to increase the overall strength of the study [31]. In contrast

to e.g. case studies the emphasis is not primarily on achieving internal validity

through the properties of the study subject, for instance through it being criti-

cal or extreme [32, 33]. However, while the properties of the study subject were

not decisive for internal validity, they do have implications for external validity160

that will be discussed in Subsection 3.3.2. The research was thus designed as a

sequential mixed model study [34]. A development project was studied in two

iterations, each consisting of a quantitative phase involving statistical analyses

of faults and a qualitative phase involving interviews. The quantitative phases

involved analysing several thousand defects, of which about one tenth were in-165

cluded in the statistical analyses. The qualitative phases involved interviewing

9 employees of the Firm.

The first iteration considered the time between the establishment of an ini-

tial stable baseline of artefacts and a complete design specification being in

place. The outcomes were an understanding of the situation at the company170

and hypotheses regarding what would be found in future phases. Later, when
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Figure 1: Study Phases

the project had finished, these outcomes supported a second iteration in further

analysing the time between the end of the first iteration and the last time a

test case was executed. A general introduction to the statistical concepts of the

quantitative phases is provided by Keppel and Wickens [35], with more specific175

choices described in Section 4. During the qualitative phases interviews were

transcribed, coded and analysed using content analysis [36]. Coding was first

descriptive [37], and then focused on identifying patterns [38]. The latter also

involved studying the proximity of codes based on related interview questions.

Categories were then identified inductively [39]. The structure of the study is180

visualized in Figure 1.

To avoid comparability issues the study was limited to software faults, since

different engineering disciplines did not use the same testing approaches and

techniques. In this paper the focus is further limited to safety-critical software

faults. This is due to the emphasis put on safety-critical faults, which ensured185

that they were stringently handled. Testers had some leeway to ignore other

faults, which could bias the study. Furthermore, the Firm separated testing

activities into Function Test (FT) and System Test (ST). Therefore, these ac-

tivities were each analysed in isolation in regard to TCBT and ET. FT and ST

followed the same process and were organized through the same Change Control190

Board (CCB), but focused on functionality and the whole system respectively.

FT was thus related to functions of the system rather than functions in code.

Both FT and ST used the same method of pre-generating test cases based on

product requirements, i.e. both activities used the same TCBT approach. How-

ever, the test cases were defined and executed by different testers belonging to195
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Figure 2: Testing Activities and Approaches, Process Flow

different parts of the organization. Several standards and guidance documents

were adhered to, since the Firm exports products to multiple markets. Due to

the auditing the Firm was subjected to a good summary of the ideas under-

lying the testing activities can be found in guidance provided by the US Food

and Drug Administration [40], especially in regard to the emphasis placed on200

”specification-based” (i.e. functional) testing and traceability. ET in the form

of SBT was conducted in parallel to both activities. Common SBT foci included

functionality identified as being error prone, aspects of requirements not fully

covered by test cases, and functionality closely related to currently active FT

and ST test cases. The process flow for the testing activities and approaches205

are visualized in Figure 2.
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3.2. Hypotheses

With pre-generated, specification-based test cases traced against changes for

the sake of meeting regulations, the active pursuit of faults was not the primary

objective of the TCBT in the way it was for the ET. TCBT rather focused210

on establishing a base of proven functionality, and then ensuring that it re-

mained free of faults. Furthermore, safety-critical functionality was emphasized

by the Firm, and often found at the core of functionality or even implemented

as dedicated safety functions. Safety-critical functionality was thus exercised

frequently even before being released to testing activities. Therefore, TCBT215

was expected to find safety-critical faults early, but then mostly act as proof of

the non-existence of this type of fault. At the end of the first iteration this led

to the formation of a first hypothesis for this case:

Hypothesis 1. For the studied type of fault the average time of identification

should be less for TCBT, than for ET.220

It might be easier to define a comprehensive set of test cases for functions

than for systems, as functions can be more limited and have clearer boundaries.

This might suggest that ST would rely more on ET than FT does. However,

as the certification of safety-critical functionality requires hazards and their

mitigation to be unambiguously identified, ST aimed at finding safety-critical225

faults cannot avoid spending the required effort on TCBT by referring to FT.

This, coupled to the fact that FT and ST were based on the same process, led

to the formation of a second hypothesis for this case:

Hypothesis 2. The difference between distributions of the studied faults iden-

tified by TCBT and ET should not differ between FT and ST.230

Phrased differently, the second hypothesis can be stated as there not being

any interaction between the activities (FT and ST) and the approaches (TCBT

and ET).

These hypotheses are motivated by the aforementioned intent behind the

study: to explore how the context of the individual tester can influence the235
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outcomes of ET, and what associated implications there might be for test man-

agement. If the context does not significantly affect the testing activities, then

the hypotheses can be expected to hold; if the hypotheses do not hold, then

the circumstances at the firm can be used to identify explanations that have a

bearing on ET and, by extension, test management.240

3.3. Ensuring Validity and Reliability

The overall approach to ensure the validity of the study is discussed in the

first subsection, the two subsequent subsections deal with concerns related to

the separate phases, and the last subsection summarizes by relating the actions

taken to explicit threats to validity.245

3.3.1. A Mixed Model Design

Part of the intent of the mixed model design was to triangulate methods to

improve validity [41]: the opinions of interviewees regarding activities and ap-

proaches were supported or refuted by fault identification statistics. The quan-

titative results also supported the planning of the qualitative phases [41]: as an250

example, that FT and ST were identified as important testing activities ensured

that the interviews were neither off-topic, nor based on misunderstandings. The

largest validity concern with this sequential mixed model approach is that not

all options for following up on quantitative results are properly considered [41].

To mitigate this concern a well-defined taxonomy was used during the quantita-255

tive phases. The choice fell on IBM’s Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC)

[42]. This taxonomy was updated iteratively to capture pertinent information

on faults and associated activities gathered throughout the study. In this way

descriptive statistics could be generated continuously to support the generation

of questions for the interviews. Furthermore, to ensure continuity throughout260

the study, a field journal was used to document observations, questions, etc.

3.3.2. The Quantitative Phases

During the quantitative phases several concerns related to the quality of the

gathered data were considered. As mentioned in Subsection 3.1, for reasons of
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comparability and reliability, only safety-critical software defect reports were265

analysed. Mislabelled defect reports that e.g. dealt with feature requests were

removed, and duplicate defect reports were removed with faults attributed to the

first fault mitigation activity to identify them. The decision to remove duplicates

was partly related to the small amount of faults thus being removed, which was

explained by the interviewees as a sign of diligence on part of the testers in not270

reporting previously identified faults. The general belief was that if function and

system testers did not check each others’ fault reports for duplicates the fault

databases would quickly overflow. Trying to account for this effect would only

have served to make the statistical tests exceedingly subjective. Furthermore,

the logic behind both Hypothesis 1 and 2 suggests that including or removing275

duplicates should not affect the associated statistical tests. The reliability of

the data was considered in regard to observer bias: to ensure that assessments

could be consistently replicated, employees at the Firm continuously reviewed

observations. A few objections were raised and learnt from, mainly in the first

quantitative phase with regard to the assessment of the criticality and effect of280

faults.

To ensure that the gathered data was representative the sampling of the

study was considered. Three contexts were deemed important, namely those of

the project, the company and the domain.

• The project was chosen because it involved a major change to an existing285

product. The project should thus be representative for projects that in-

volve substantial changes to the hardware and software of a product. It

should be noted that it might not be representative in regard to projects

developing new products or only introducing small changes.

• The choice of company was limited to those to which contacts were already290

established. While geography might have introduced a selection bias in

the study, the fact that the Firm adheres to standards and guidance for

multiple markets should ensure at least a common denominator to many

other MedTech firms.
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• The MedTech domain is characterized by its own best practice and stan-295

dards. While companies are usually anonymized in literature, there are

early examples from the MedTech industry in the ET discourse [14]. It

should be noted that findings might not carry over to domains which do

not have a history of using ET.

The implied limitations to generalizability have been considered in the dis-300

cussion and conclusions.

3.3.3. The Qualitative Phases

The choice of interviewees was based on the intent to cover as many perspec-

tives as possible, and included employees with experience of working as devel-

opers, project managers, managers, testers, designers and support environment305

customizers. In total this meant 9 employees were interviewed for an average of

2 hours each. Table 1 provides the profiles of the interviewees in regard to their

primary role at the time of the interviews, their secondary skills from working

with other functions of product development, the years spent at the Firm and

the total number of years working with relevant product development. As can310

be seen in the table the interviewees had spent considerable time both at the

Firm and in relevant domains of product development. Most interviewees had

been directly involved in testing activities and the others had interacted with

testers. It was an explicitly stated aim of the Firm that all testers should hold

at least one International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) certi-315

fication. While most of the 35-40 testers involved in the studied project did hold

such certificates, they did not focus exclusively on ISTQB. As an example, the

interviewee primarily working with software testing held a certified tester cer-

tificate from ISTQB, but rather than holding an agile tester ISTQB certificate

was certified as a Scrum Master.320

To ensure continuity the main investigator was present throughout all in-

terviews, but was a few times supported by additional interviewers. A detailed

interview script was used, as part of rigorously adhering to the procedure defined
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Table 1: Profiles of Interviewees

Primary Role Secondary Skills Years at

Firm

Years of

Experi-

ence

Configuration Man-

agement

Function Testing, Soft-

ware Development

10 30

Management Function Testing,

Software Architecture,

System Architecture,

System Testing

7 17

Management Project Management,

Software Development,

System Architecture

4 9

Project Management Management, Quality

Management

3 18

Requirements Engi-

neering

System Architecture 4 39

Software Development Embedded System De-

sign

30 30

Software Testing Function Testing, Sys-

tem Testing

6 15

System Architecture Function Testing, Sys-

tem Testing, Software

Development

7 20

System Architecture Embedded System De-

sign, System Testing

7 16
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by Kvale and Brinkmann [43]: from thematising and designing the investiga-

tion; through conducting, transcribing and analysing the interviews; to verifying325

and reporting the results.

This procedure involved identifying potential reasons why interviewees might

provide biased or incorrect information. The strongest reason was thought to

be that the interviewees might not want to voice opinions that might negatively

affect their career. To avoid this issue, all interviewees were given the chance330

to remove parts of their interview transcript, although ultimately none did so.

Resistance to change was also considered a likely reason for interviewee bias.

To avoid this, different ways in which it could manifest itself were enumerated

and a more confrontational interview technique adopted. To limit the risk of

interviewer bias, an observer was present during the first interviews to provide335

feedback on the process.

3.3.4. Summary

As outlined in the previous subsections several actions were taken to ensure

the validity and reliability of the study. This subsection uses the classification

scheme by Runeson et al. to summarize and elaborate both on these and on the340

further actions taken [44]. This serves to make explicit the threats the actions

were intended to address.

The construct validity of a study is the extent to which what is measured

really represents what the researcher had in mind to measure. The largest threat

in this regard was that either the activities conducted or the faults generated345

at the Firm would be misunderstood. This could for instance mean that faults

would be mislabelled in regard to type or criticality, or that important questions

would be omitted from interviews. The primary mitigation of this threat was to

continuously describe the activities and faults using descriptive statistics based

on the ODC taxonomy. This for instance allowed a thorough set of questions350

to be asked during the interviews.

The reliability of a study is the extent to which it depends on the researchers

that conducted it, for instance if other researchers would be able to easily repli-
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cate it. The primary threat in this regard was that the fault data would be

biased by the habits of the testers, for instance by testers choosing to ignore355

faults that they did not consider important enough to merit attention. This was

mitigated by limiting the study to safety-critical faults, which were stringently

handled due to their implications for customers. The quantitative data was also

not accepted at face value, but checked and discussed with employees at the

firm to remove mislabelled and duplicate defect reports. The removal of a small360

number of duplicate defect reports was based on it not negatively affecting the

testing of the hypotheses whilst making the used data set more uniform. Over-

all, there were few objections raised by the employees, but those that came up

were noted in a field journal and learnt from. Reliability was also considered

during the interviews: a few of the interviews were attended by an additional365

interviewer that considered interviewer bias, for instance that the interviewer

would forget parts of the interview script or ignore obvious follow-up questions.

To avoid the possibility that important parts of the investigation were not car-

ried out completely and consistently, all issues that needed further attention

were noted in the field journal.370

The internal validity of a study is the extent to which it minimizes systematic

error. As the purpose of the study initially suggested a qualitative approach,

the largest threat in this regard was that the interviewees would have a biased

perception of the state of activities at the Firm. Often repeated statements

can become established truths even when there is no basis in reality. Several375

measures were taken to mitigate this possibility, including choosing interviewees

from varying backgrounds and with many years of direct experience of testing

at the Firm. However, the primary mitigation of this threat was the triangula-

tion of the quantitative results with the qualitative investigation. Rather than

assuming that the interviewees’ assumptions in regard to the hypotheses were380

true, they were tested and the results brought back to the interviewees. This,

combined with a more confrontational interview technique, meant that the in-

terviewees could be challenged for details concerning their assumptions and then

asked about alternative explanations. To avoid systematic error in the analysis
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of the results, the study also made use of member checking and an audit trail385

[45]. Member checks were extensively used to support the content analysis, with

some of the interviewees asked to comment on interpretations and conclusions

throughout the study. Two interviewees were also asked to comment on the

end results. A professor in software testing, external to the study, was asked to

act as an auditor. Comments from member checks and the auditor have been390

included throughout the paper.

The external validity of a study is the extent to which its findings can be

generalized to other contexts. By studying an industrial context the external

validity in regard to production environments is maximized. Furthermore, with

the limitations imposed by considering reliability, the studied activities at the395

Firm were strictly guided by safety-related regulations, which should make it

easier to transfer the findings to domains with a similar approach to safety. No

specific limitations that might jeopardize such a transfer were noted in the field

journal during the study. However, the literature does suggest that ET has a

long history in MedTec. Transferring the results to a context in which ET is a400

novel testing technique might therefore be unfeasible.

4. Quantitative Results

This section provides the quantitative results from the complete study and

discusses how these were tied to the qualitative results. The first subsection gives

a summary for the reader only interested in the results, the second provides the405

details of the quantitative analysis, and the third discusses the link between

the quantitative and qualitative phases. In discussing the link between the

phases, the third subsection also motivates primarily using information on e.g.

fault types for generating interview questions, rather than when conducting

statistical tests.410

4.1. Summary

The medians for the TCBT and ET fault distributions are visualized in

Figure 3. Observations indicate that Hypothesis 1 did not hold: TCBT did not
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Figure 3: TCBT and ET, Fault Distributions

Figure 4: TCBT and ET across FT and ST, Fault Distributions

on average uncover faults earlier than ET. The separation of faults identified by

FT and ST is visualized in Figure 4. Observations indicate that Hypothesis 2415

did not hold: the difference between distributions of faults identified by TCBT

and ET differ between FT and ST.

4.2. A Detailed Analysis

As mentioned, a general introduction to the statistical concepts of this sub-

section are given by Keppel and Wickens [35]. Analyses are all based on the420

time, in days, it took for FT and ST to identify faults.

Inspection of the data set revealed outliers, as assessed by inspection of a

boxplot. Furthermore, the data was neither normally distributed, as assessed by

Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p <.05), nor did it support the assumption of homogeneity

of variances, as assessed by Levene’s test for equality of variances (p <.05).425

Therefore, based on Fey’s recommendations, an Aligned Ranks Test (ANT) was
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used [46], calculated according to the procedure outlined by Leys and Schumann

[47]. ANT was conducted on the influence of the two independent variables -

activity and approach - on the time to fault identification, measured in days.

Activity included two levels (FT and ST) and approach included two levels430

(TCBT and ET). ANT indicated a medium, statistically significant interaction

between approaches and activities, F(1, df.Res) = 8.491, p <.01, η2 = 0.069.

An interaction contrast was run to compare the ”difference between the

differences” in time to fault identification between approaches (TCBT and ET)

during FT and between approaches during ST. Holm’s correction for multiple435

comparisons was used. Adjusted p-values are presented. This test of difference

of differences indicates that the difference between approaches during FT was

significantly different than during ST: the difference between the differences was

44.491, p <.01.

Simple main effects were also calculated using ANT as outlined by Leys and440

Schumann [47]. There was a statistically significant difference between TCBT

and ET in FT, F(1, df.Res) = 4.830, p = .03; the median score was higher for

TCBT (202.5) than ET (142.5). There was also a statistically significant dif-

ference between TCBT and ET in ST, F(1, df.Res) = 16.9, p <.01; the median

score was lower for TCBT (130.0) than ET (135.5). Understanding whether445

these results signal a real difference between populations can be done by esti-

mating effect sizes using the Hodges-Lehmann estimator (HL∆) on the cohorts

in question [48]. HL∆ is originally only intended to be used for distributions

with similar shapes. However, it has been shown that HL∆ can be used in the

case of symmetric distributions [49]. Inspection of a boxplot and comparing450

medians to means indicate that, apart from a few outliers, the time to fault

identification measured in days is fairly symmetrical in each cohort. HL∆ is

estimated to 46.6 (95%: 11.0, 100.0) for time to fault identification in FT,

indicating that the results signal a real difference between TCBT and ET in

FT. However, HL∆ is estimated to -20.0 (95%: -42.0, 12.0) for time to fault455

identification in ST.

To summarize: TCBT identified faults significantly later than ET during
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FT; it was not possible to establish whether the identification of faults across

time differed between TCBT and ET during ST; and the difference in time

between identification of faults by TCBT and ET during FT was significantly460

different from the difference in time between identification of faults by TCBT

and ET during ST.

4.3. The Link Between Phases

As described in Subsection 3.3.1, the quantitative results guided the quali-

tative phases. This was based both on results from feasible statistical tests, and465

precautions taken when statistical tests were deemed inappropriate.

Firstly, interviews were strongly guided by the quantitative results indicating

the opposite of what was expected based on the logically deduced hypotheses.

Rather than taking the statements of the interviewees at face value the study

could follow up on likely explanations for the unexpected outcomes. Indeed,470

the chosen research design is known to be especially strong when unexpected

outcomes arise during quantitative analysis [41].

Secondly, less advanced statistics provided support by describing important

parts of the testers’ contexts. For instance, the dominance of FT and ST among

testing activities, as shown in Figure 5, was confirmed during the first quantita-475

tive phase. Based on such descriptive statistics, the success and failure of other

activities in identifying faults could also be discussed with the interviewees: the

fault identification during requirements reviews was deemed to support both

TCBT and ET, as requirements were both the base for test cases and for in-

formation sharing between new and old employees; similarly, interviewees did480

not believe the results were skewed by tests prior to FT and ST, such as testing

software function calls and components, as they were not systematic and rather

carried out to support code development.

Thirdly, while clear quantitative results help refute invalid assumptions, they

also risk skewing interview questions solely towards the hypothesis testing. To485

ensure that no options for following up on quantitative results were missed, the

Firm’s fault mitigation process was analysed using a well-known taxonomy, i.e.
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Figure 5: FT and ST dominance

ODC [42]. The extended version of ODC was used to profile faults, but even

with the basic version each fault can be profiled according to, for instance, one

of twenty-one conditions that could trigger faults, one of thirteen impacts and490

one of seven types of correction. While appropriate for complex products, ODC

illustrated the diversity of faults found in the Firm’s products and the result-

ing difficulty in ensuring the power and assumptions of most statistical tests.

Even using only three of ODC’s categories in their basic version and hypotheses

testable with e.g. a straight-forward Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit-Test would495

most likely require tens of thousands of faults. In fact, that not all types of

faults are equally likely to occur makes many statistical tests inappropriate in

regard to the Firm’s complex products. Therefore, descriptive statistics were

used to generate questions regarding areas difficult to evaluate using statistical

methods.500

For example, to investigate bias among the safety-critical faults identified by

FT and ST, graphs were generated that showed the time at which specific types

of faults were identified (see Figure 6). These were then used to generate the

content of the interview scripts, e.g. a generic statement on the difficulty of han-
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Figure 6: Examples of Types of Fault Distributed Across Time

Figure 7: Example of Relative Sizes of Different Fault Types

dling many hardware configurations followed by a question regarding whether505

this could lead to a late identification of faults.

Descriptive statistics, such as graphs showing the relative sizes of different

fault types, were also generated across all faults to identify factors that could

have an indirect effect (see Figure 7). These were then used to generate questions

regarding e.g. common fault types not identified during FT and ST.510

Subsection 5.1 and 5.2 thus build on questions primarily prompted by the

hypothesis testing, while Subsection 5.3 builds on questions generated from the

descriptive statistics.
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5. Qualitative Results and Discussion

The hypotheses from Subsection 3.2 did not hold.515

This section offers a number of possible explanations for this by linking

the results from the interviews to different discourses: subsection 5.1 presents

and discusses qualitative findings in relation to an issue already central to the

ET discourse — that of the knowledge of the individual; subsection 5.2 takes

an organisational perspective centred on knowledge management. Literature520

external to the ET discourse are introduced as it becomes important in these

subsections. Qualitative findings, identified throughout the interviews through

coding and categorization, are examplified in emphasized paragraphs after the

discussion of associated circumstances at the Firm.

The section ends with Subsection 5.3, which underlines that more research525

is needed to generalize the findings to non safety-critical faults.

5.1. The Knowledge of the Individual

Factors beyond test case design, such as domain knowledge, can influence

test results [11, 7]. Itkonen et al. found that the majority of failures that

testers identify through exercising their domain knowledge during ET are easy530

to provoke [20]. This ease begs the question why developers did not identify

these faults during their pre-release testing. One explanation can be a too

narrow focus of the developers’ own tests, another that those without sufficient

domain knowledge are blind to certain faults even if they manage to provoke

them.535

”A: I work very close to the hardware ... There is no special unit

test design process, I rather focus on testing the functionality together

with the hardware.”

”A: Defects that are reported late? ... some type of mismatch

between the requirements and what the developer deemed necessary540

to do for practical reasons, and perhaps that has not been fed back

completely.”
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”A: In my case I, well, there is no one else who works with this

functionality, so I have to write the unit tests myself. I do not think

this is the best solution.”545

Function testers focused on testing techniques and worked closer to the soft-

ware code, which meant that they regularly extended their knowledge in both

testing and the technical aspects of the systems. System testers, on the other

hand, focused on the overall system, which meant that they extended their

domain knowledge.550

”A: So, to summarize the system testers held more experience of

the system as a whole, while function testers were more aware of

test techniques? B: Likely to be the case, especially since my time

in testing. I also believe that function testers worked ”closer” to

the code and developers, which can require a more in-depth technical555

knowledge of the system.”

With faults requiring different levels of domain knowledge to identify, system

testers were on average in a position to find more faults than function testers.

One example of faults that would usually fall at the higher end of the scale

were those related to medical aspects indirectly connected to long-term patient560

survivability. These were only well understood by those with a high level of

domain knowledge.

”A: However, it is highly probable that if we did a study on 1000

patients that are hospitalized for more than 14 days, then this would

lower the risk of [adverse effect] with a few per mille ... B: And that565

understanding is linked to domain knowledge. A: Yes, definitely.”

System testers, being in possession of more and continuously growing domain

knowledge, should thus achieve better late ET outcomes as they become less

blind to faults. This corroborates the finding by Ghazi et al. that identifying

critical faults with ET relies strongly on the tester having sufficient knowledge570

to be able to evaluate the explored behaviour correctly [10].
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However, faults remaining until late should on average be more complex to

provoke and require a higher level of domain knowledge to identify. At a certain

point this complexity and knowledge will be difficult to routinely recall, making

test cases a more certain way to capture the associated faults.575

”A: I believe that there have been problems related to ... unique

components. Those which are ... the core of the company. They

cannot be bought on the market ... They are also difficult. It is

also a good thing that they are difficult, because then no one can

copy them. But they are also difficult to handle, and quite a lot is580

required to keep track of them ...”

Differences could thus also be explained by a stronger system knowledge

among function testers leading to more advanced test cases, making late TCBT

outcomes better during FT. Indeed, TCBT is often perceived as producing bet-

ter test coverage than ET [13, 10]. These results might suggest that this is not585

simply a question of traceability, but also of externally capturing and evolving

relevant knowledge from the testers. Ramler and Wolfmaier suggested that to

decide whether to automate a test, one has to acknowledge that manual and au-

tomated testing address different types of risk [50]: automated testing addresses

regression risk, while manual testing is useful for exploration. Similarly, when590

differing between different levels of exploration, it might make sense to consider

the way a test case could consistently capture and combine the knowledge of

many expert testers — acknowledging that even experts might need guidance

in regard to very complicated faults. This would corroborate the logic of the

experts interviewed by Ghazi et al. in that high levels of exploration might be595

particularly useful early in the development lifecycle as it leads to scripted tests

useful in later phases [10].

Alternatively, the capture of domain knowledge in test cases could simply

overall be more difficult in ST.
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5.2. Organisational Implications600

Ahonen et al. observed how different organisational structures could have

an effect on testing in software engineering as these structures either facilitate

or hinder the spread of improvements [51]. Rooksby et al. noted the same ef-

fect due to the day-to-day organisation of resources, and also that failures are

attributed with significance through conversations between testers and other605

roles [23]. As mentioned in Section 2, this is mirrored in the results reported

for ET in regard to the importance of the context of testers. In a broader sense

these issues are connected to the concept of knowledge management within

firms, a topic that has been approached within software engineering from sev-

eral theoretical perspectives [52]. Studies have e.g. emphasized the importance610

of system and domain knowledge, as well as the tacit nature of knowledge in

software engineering [53]. The main perspectives of knowledge management in

software engineering, using Earl’s taxonomy [54], are the Systems and Engi-

neering schools [52]. Both schools are focused on different uses of information

technology throughout software development, which fits well with safety prac-615

tices in MedTech such as the traceability between specification and code [40].

Unsurprisingly this perspective was also not far from the minds of the intervie-

wees.

”A: Requirements handling is in itself problematic for several rea-

sons ... For historical reasons we are very focused on requirement620

documents and that to some extent locks us into certain practices

when working with requirements ... Requirements are essentially

only a part of Systems Engineering and it is actually our informa-

tion model that is not thought through correctly ... It is a database,

but still not. It is rather locked into the document structure and you625

cannot see... you see a hierarchy, but if you want to see things from

another perspective it is not easy with today’s [technology].”

However, most of the implications from the interviews were linked to the

behavioural school of knowledge management, which focuses on how organiza-
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tional structures influence the sharing of knowledge [52]. Several reasons for630

the stickiness, i.e. difficulties in the transfer, of knowledge have been identified

within software engineering contexts, such as a lack of absorptive capacity or

access to personnel with the right tacit knowledge [55, 56]. The CCB at the

Firm was the central forum for people from different roles to discuss faults. The

CCB thus pooled experience and information from across the organisation to635

identify areas to update and test. While the CCB was common for both FT and

ST, all faults were not necessarily delegated to both parts of the organisation

and updates to test cases within either group did not necessarily propagate to

the other. This relates to the notion of absorptive capacity, i.e. the ability to

recognize the value of, assimilate and apply new information [57]. The task640

of translating information into a form that is understandable by an intra-firm

group (i.e. to be an interface between this group and the external environment

or other intra-firm groups) is assumed by so called organisational liaisons and

gatekeepers [57, 58]. It has been suggested that the outward aspect of gate-

keeping has all but disappeared with the widespread use of the Internet, while645

the intra-firm aspect of knowledge transformation remains relevant [59]. In the

studied Firm the test leader assumed the role of knowledge transformer as part

of the CCB, but there was still a frequent need for the test teams to investigate

further or consult with other experts. This suggests an imperfect absorptive

capacity or transformation of knowledge, which opens up for an asymmetric650

information flow to FT and ST: when receiving information about erroneous

output from well-defined functionality it would e.g. be easier to identify the as-

sociated functional tests than any impact on system tests; as a result the CCB

would offer more support to functional test cases than system test cases.

More thorough test cases could identify more complex faults, making late655

TCBT outcomes better in FT.

”A: Managers usually do not participate in the CCB, but system

staff, system architects, test staff, software architects. Usually the

project manager takes part.”
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”A: I guess not all of you sit in the CCB? B: No, the test leader660

among others, [Name]. In this way it ... falls to a smaller group,

but the test lead has an overall ... is the one who spreads the infor-

mation in those cases which it is ... needed. However, in addition, I

mentioned that we speak to someone with a in-depth understanding

of the system, but we also do a check in the defect database for sim-665

ilar issues. So, it is more of an active search for information, then,

something handed to you on a ... platter.”

”A: In theory the system tests could be affected by changes to the

function tests, but it was not assured.”

In close alignment with the concept of absorptive capacity we find the idea of670

cognitive distance: that peoples’ mental categories are more or less unaligned,

and that a firm’s primary function is to reduce this ”distance” to enable its

employees to work towards a common goal [60]. Skilled function testers look

beyond the functionality they are responsible for and identify faults in parts of

the system that their functionality interacts with [61]. However, even if FT can675

thus have a broader impact on the system, the reliance on interactions implies

that the nature of FT is more narrowly focused than ST. Function testers can

be expected to direct questions to a narrow set of developers, while system

testers have to talk to more developers and other roles to get answers. System

testers are thus exposed to knowledge from across the organisation, and - more680

critically - system testers will have more possibilities to narrow the gap between

their own understanding of the world and that of employees elsewhere in the

Firm.

System testers should, by amassing more knowledge from and a greater

understanding of other parts of the Firm throughout a project’s lifetime, be685

more adept at identifying problem areas and directing late ET.

”A: You will get more contacts in more areas within the firm if

you work with system testing. And to that you can add that several
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system testers are socially competent, and have therefore ended up

with large networks.”690

Just as the knowledge of individuals interacts with the organisational level, so

do the relationships between individuals: work-related relationships and friend-

ships between individuals establish social network structures between teams,

which influences team efficiency positively by increasing their ability to acquire

and apply resources such as knowledge [62]. Software development teams have695

been shown to rely on these relationships in particular when solving complex and

unfamiliar tasks [63]. The influence of networks is not necessarily tied to tight

and frequent collaboration: strong arguments exist for weak ties being critical

in ensuring the propagation of knowledge, even if recent research indicates that

this depends on the environment and complexity of the information [64, 65].700

Faults identified in the field were investigated by project leaders from a part of

the organization dedicated to customer issues. These project leaders built their

own task forces by choosing experts from across the organization. Through the

system testers’ interactions with more developers during day-to-day testing they

had a higher visibility as experts.705

System testers were thus exposed to knowledge of potential value to ET late

in the project, when field issues were raised. Indeed, even when not directly

involved in solving a field defect, chances were that system testers would hear

about it through informal discussions. This would suggest that interactions

with other experts is not only important to novice testers in need of a mentor710

to show them what to explore and test [10], but also to experienced testers to

direct ET in the moment.

”A: If it concerned field defects, then it is the personnel at the cus-

tomer complaints department who keep things together. They bring

in experts from different parts of the organisation ... But then they715

ask for help based on the need, so if it is something with a high

priority they simply go out and pick the people they want.”

”A: It is the customer complaint officers ... They have an under-
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standing of who works with what, and if they do not know then they

go to the managers and ask.”720

There is nothing to suggest that function testers would not acquire a sub-

stantial amount of domain knowledge eventually. However, it would seem that

system testers are positioned to acquire domain knowledge more quickly and

better understand which parts of it are most relevant at that particular mo-

ment. All three observations fit well with the idea that testers make use of725

knowledge on faults originally experienced by others to guide their ET [1].

5.3. Late Features

Certain product features were developed late in the project, and considered

by interviewees as problematic to test. Graphical user interfaces was one exam-

ple, since it took time to acquire language translations. Other examples were730

software installation and maintenance support. None of these features were

over-represented in any part or all of the studied fault distributions.

”A: Language. Everything that has to do with language is found late

and that is of course connected to the translations being delivered

late.”735

”A: Language, service and installation of software and such things,

which are introduced late into projects ... yes, this [faults] is found

late in the project due to that.”

However, the handling of active configurations, versions and variants were

one such late feature, and enabling a new variant would only be indirectly asso-740

ciated to faults. Furthermore, coverage is mentioned as problematic to achieve

through ET [8], especially for tests requiring consistency across configurations

[10]. Differences could thus be explained by test cases ensuring consistent cover-

age across product variants. However, while this might explain the late TCBT

outcomes during FT, it does not explain the variation between FT and ST.745
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Table 2: Explanations Summarized

Positive Negative

FT Easier to acquire and understand the rele-

vance of system knowledge (TCBT).

None identified.

Less absorptive capacity needed to identify the

implications of erroneous functionality on test

cases leads to more support and direction in

developing thorough test cases (TCBT).

ST Easier to acquire and understand the rele-

vance of domain knowledge (ET).

More difficult to capture domain knowledge in

test cases (TCBT).

More exposure to other roles leads to a nar-

rowing of the cognitive distance to others in

the organisation (ET).

More exposure to other roles leads to a wider

formal and social network with access to more

distant knowledge (ET).

These features could have been misconstrued as problem areas, but more

likely they resulted in faults that were primarily non safety-critical. The focus

on safety-critical faults ensured the validity of the results; however, these qual-

itative results and the indications mentioned in Section 2 that link differences

in ET efficiency to types of faults suggest that further research is needed to750

generalize the findings to non safety-critical faults.

6. Implications

Table 2 summarizes the identified explanations for the differences in outcome

between TCBT and ET during FT and ST. Most of the identified explanations

were framed as factors that have a positive influence on different approaches in755

the different activities. These factors were driven by differences in the scope of

tests, but related to the knowledge and contacts of the different types of testers.
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Even if the findings might suggest that testers should change positions and

work tasks frequently, this could be difficult to achieve. Furthermore, speciali-

sation is not necessarily bad, and exposing testers to more varied knowledge and760

contacts might be detrimental in the short run if it implies a longer time to reap

the gains identified in Table 2. However, the list below outlines less intrusive

ways of leveraging on these results identified in dialogue with the studied firm:

• With the tester and not only the test case being of importance, then late

regression tests should sometimes be executed by a different set of testers.765

System testers could e.g. guide their ET by use of function tests.

• The often vague relationship between functional failures and system tests

suggests more system testers should attend central forums for discussing

faults. This would increase the chance of a sufficient level of absorptive

capacity and narrow enough cognitive distance to transform information770

into knowledge usable for ST.

• Structured forms of ET, such as SBT, hold the potential to mitigate asym-

metric information flows. Session foci could be sought from a wider group,

e.g. by asking developers and field service to regularly vote on where to

focus testing efforts. All ET need not be focused in this way, but it might775

offer a wider, more supportive perspective.

• Social networks can to some extent be engineered. By organising forums

for information exchange that are not based on software architecture or

functionality, FT teams could eventually find it easier to acquire and apply

information. An example could be to organise cross-firm expert groups.780

Testing is not necessarily structured to be as technically efficient as possi-

ble, but rather driven by what makes sense to the organisation as a whole [66].

Different roles will have a perspective based in their day-to-day responsibili-

ties, rather than best practice in regard to software process improvement [67].

Indeed, if software testing is perceived as acceptable, then chances are that sug-785

gestions for improvements to test processes will be discarded [68]. Other work
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practices and organisational structures could thus introduce, if not the exact,

at least the same type of problems as found at the studied firm in the form of

biased learning and networking. Arguably, these suggestions should therefore

be valuable outside the studied firm by emphasizing the need to understand the790

context of a tester involved in ET.

7. Conclusions

This study suggests that the context of the individual tester is important

to safety-related ET in the sense that the scope of tests focuses learning on

different types of knowledge and implies an asymmetry in the strength and795

number of information flows to test teams. While test specialisation can be

attractive to software development organisations, these results suggest changes

to processes and organisational structures might be required to maintain test

efficiency throughout projects: the responsibility for test cases might need to

be rotated late in projects, and asymmetries in information flows might require800

management to actively strengthen the presence and connections of test teams

throughout the firm.
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